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Flock Audio CX

Flock Audio announces that CX, the manufacturer’s line level boosting module, is

now shipping. CX features 8 channels of completely transparent level boost for

microphones, instruments, and other analog devices. The compact booster unit,

available either standalone or rackmount, brings all of these devices up to the +4

line level standard and provides increased control and interconnectivity with Flock’s

PATCH-series patchbays as well as other live and studio applications.

The CX module is a new category of product for Flock Audio that addresses the

increasingly diverse ways that PATCH users have been integrating analog

equipment into their live and studio setups. In keeping with Flock’s commitment to

clean signal paths and minimal processing, CX offers a conversion-free, sonically

transparent level boost for each channel that can easily bring any microphone or

instrument up to line level. Users can then create, store, and quickly recall presets

for any of these devices and seamlessly integrate them into an existing PATCH

workflow via PATCH APP or PATCH APP DX. CX can also operate outside of the

PATCH ecosystem with the CX STANDALONE APP, allowing it to be utilized anywhere

that line level boosting for analog devices is required.

“With CX, we have expanded the versatility of the PATCH series in terms of

accepting instrument and mic level connections – something that is the direct result

of user feedback,” said Flock Audio Founder and CEO Darren Nakonechny. “CX

bolsters the link between these types of analog signals with PATCH series routing in

a way that preserves the low signal-to-noise performance that our users expect

while also offering superior control and a more seamless experience when routing.

We’re very proud to add CX to our lineup and we can’t wait to see how our

customers make use of it in live and studio environments.”
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8 Channel I/O

XLR/TRS Combo Inputs

Independently Assignable 48V Phantom Power Per Input

Line Level Pass-Through

No AD/DA Conversion

Microphone Level: -60/-40 dBV - Level Supported

Instrument Level: -17.7 dBu to +7 dBu - Level Supported

Consumer Level: -10.dBV - Level Supported

Maximum Gain Level: 60 dBu

Multiple CX Modules Supported (Upwards of 10)

External Power Supply w/IEC Cable Included

USB Host Control (USB-A to USB-B) - Cable Included

Rackmount Ears Included

Controllable via PATCH APP, PATCH APP DX, and CX STANDALONE App (OSX,

iOS, Windows Compatible)

Unit Dimensions: 1.75” x 10.25” x 7”

Unit Weigh: 8 lbs
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